Notes on contributors

Michael Bradshaw is the author of *Resurrection Songs: the Poetry of Thomas Lovell Beddoes* (2001), the co-editor of *The Ashgate Research Companion to Thomas Lovell Beddoes* (2007), the editor of *Death’s Jest-Book: the 1829 text* (2003) and the co-editor of *Beddoes’s Selected Poetry* (1999). He has published critical articles on a range of Romantic authors and themes, including George Darley, Thomas Hood, John Keats, Mary and Percy Shelley, Walter Savage Landor, *The London Magazine* and Romantic fragment poems. Currently writing on Hood’s comic poetry, and on Romanticism and disability, he is Professor of English at Edge Hill University, Liverpool.

Jochen Ecke teaches English literature at the Johannes Gutenberg University, Mainz, Germany. He has written his Master’s thesis on concepts of time and space in Alan Moore’s works and is currently preparing his doctoral thesis on British comics of the 1980s. In addition to co-editing *Comics as a Nexus of Cultures* (2010), he has published a number of essays on Alan Moore and Warren Ellis. He has also done extensive work in the German comics industry, serving as German editor and occasional translator on works by Ed Brubaker, Greg Rucka and Alan Moore.

Laura Hilton holds a Ph.D. in English Literature from the University of Birmingham, where she also completed her BA and MA degrees. Her doctoral research analyses representations of the Gothic double in the contemporary graphic novel and focuses on the work of Neil Gaiman, Frank Miller and Alan Moore. She is co-founder and co-editor of the first two issues of the *Birmingham Journal of Literature and Language (BJLL)* and has recently published articles in *Gothic Science Fiction: 1980–2010*.
and Investigating Heroes: Truth, Justice and Quality TV. She also has an article forthcoming in Comment Rêver la Science-fiction à Present? Laura has presented papers at several national and international conferences and her wider research interests include nineteenth-, twentieth- and twenty-first-century literature, comic book and graphic novel studies, and Gothic studies.

Monica Germanà is a writer and Senior Lecturer in English Literature and Creative Writing at the University of Westminster, London. Her research interests and publications concentrate on contemporary British literature, with a specific emphasis on the Gothic, gender and popular culture. Her first monograph, Scottish Women’s Gothic and Fantastic Writing, was published by Edinburgh University Press in 2010. She is currently working on a monograph exploring the politics of body and dress in Ian Fleming’s narrative and subsequent cinematic adaptations, provisionally entitled ‘Bond Girls: Body, Style, and Gender’.

Maggie Gray was awarded her Ph.D. in the History of Art at University College London in 2010, with a thesis entitled ‘Love Your Rage, Not Your Cage’ Comics as Cultural Resistance: Alan Moore 1971–1989. Her work has been published in Studies in Comics, the Journal of Graphic Novels and Comics and Kunst und Politik. She has taught comics, aesthetics and the history and theory of art and design at Middlesex University, UCL and Central St Martin’s College of Art and Design, and works part-time at Mega-City Comics, London.

Matthew J.A. Green is Associate Professor of English Literature at the University of Nottingham. In addition to articles published on William Blake, Alan Moore and Lord Byron, he is author of Visionary Materialism in the Early Works of William Blake (2005) and co-editor of Byron and the Politics of Freedom and Terror (2011). He is currently completing a monograph on William Blake and Alan Moore.

Markus Oppolzer holds a Ph.D. from the University of Salzburg, Austria, where he is Assistant Professor (PostDoc) in the Department of English and American Studies. In his thesis he applied Victor Turner’s theory of liminality to a study of early British Gothic fiction. Since then, his research interests have shifted to the comparative study of narrative strategies in various media, focusing mainly on comics.
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Christopher Murray is Head of the English Department at the University of Dundee, Scotland, and lecturer in English, Film and Comics. He runs the UK’s first Comics Studies M.Litt. programme, is editor of the peer-reviewed journal *Studies in Comics* (Intellect Books) and Anthology, a series publishing the work of comics students. He is the author of a monograph on superhero comics and propaganda, *Champions of the Oppressed* (Hampton Press, 2011), as well as articles on British comics, and the work of Grant Morrison and Alan Moore. He organises two annual conferences on comics, and chairs the Scottish Centre for Comics Studies.

Brad Ricca received his Ph.D. in English from Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, USA, where he is currently a SAGES Fellow. His work has been published in *The Emily Dickinson Journal*, *Leviathan* and *Critical Approaches to Comics and Graphic Novels*, among others. His book *Super Boys: Jerry Siegel, Joe Shuster, and the Creation of Superman* is forthcoming in 2013 from St. Martin’s Press.

Julia Round (MA, Ph.D.) is senior lecturer in the Media School at Bournemouth University, UK, and edits the academic journal *Studies in Comics* (Intellect Books). She has published and presented work internationally on cross-media adaptation, television and discourse analysis, the application of literary terminology to comics, the ‘graphic novel’ redefinition, and the presence of Gothic and fantastic motifs and themes in this medium. She is currently writing a monograph on comics and the literary Gothic (provisionally entitled *Ghosts in the Gutter*, McFarland 2013) and editing the collection *Real Lives Celebrity Stories* (Continuum, 2013). For further details please visit www.juliaround.com.

Christian W. Schneider studied English Literature and Political Science at Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg, Germany, and at the University of Wales Aberystwyth. He then went on to pursue a doctoral degree at Heidelberg. His doctoral dissertation on the Gothic mode in graphic literature will hopefully be finished by the time this reaches print, including an extended version of his arguments about *Watchmen*. He has written about the Gothic in other comics; his further research interests include contemporary American fiction, the narrativity of digital media and the postmodern transformation of popular literary genres.
Claire Sheridan has completed a Ph.D. at Queen Mary, University of London. Her research looks at representations of solitary survival and sociability, especially in the writings of William Godwin and Mary Shelley. She has published work in the *European Romantic Review* and written papers on Godwin as 'last man’, Mary Shelley’s *The Last Man* and biographies of Percy Bysshe Shelley.

Tony Venezia is a Ph.D. candidate at Birkbeck, University of London, completing a thesis on Alan Moore and the historical imagination. He is a tutor at Birkbeck and visiting lecturer at London South Bank University. His research interests include genre fiction, critical theory and post-millennial literature and culture. He has published articles and reviews in *Radical Philosophy*, *New Formations* and *Studies in Comics* and will be guest editing a special issue of *Studies in Comics* on comics and cultural theory (2013). He established the annual Comica Transitions symposium at Birkbeck, and is co-convenor of the Contemporary Fiction Seminar.